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1. Introduction 
The primary objective of this project is to establish an understanding of the flow field in a manifold 
distributing two-phase refrigerant flow into a series of micro-channels.  Preliminary studies have been performed 
using two-phase flow of air and water. Fifteen aluminum microchannel tubes are set in a linear array in an 
experimental header distribution system. Air distribution, water distribution, and pressure profiles are obtained along 
the length of the header.  
Successful implementation of micro-channel tubes in evaporators requires controlled distribution of 
refrigerant to the micro-channel tubes.  The reasons for maldistribution of refrigerant flow may be due to manifold 
design or to a natural preference of the flow field.  Maldistribution effects may be spatial, temporal, or a 
combination.  An example of one type of maldistribution is seen in Figure 1-1. Here, an inlet two phase flow divides 
unevenly (darker shade is liquid, lighter is vapor) due to momentum and geometry effects. Flow visualization 
combined with experiments in a micro-channel heat exchanger is used to determine flow field parameters important 
for controlling refrigerant flow.   
 
 
Figure 1-1.  Maldistributed Fluid Flow in Header 
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2. Experimental Facilities and Technique 
The purpose of the experimental facility is to provide properly conditioned two-phase air/water flow to the 
manifold section.  In this chapter, the test section will be described in detail.  Then, the experimental parameter will 
be discussed in detail.  Lastly, the experimental setup including the procedure and the instrumentation will be 
explained. 
2.1 Test Section Design 
The test section consists of a manifold header and the array of microchannel tubes.  Dimensioned drawing 
of the header from the microchannel side can be seen in Figure 2-1.  Also, detailed drawing of the microchannel 
section can be seen in Figure 2-2.  The manifold header is a rectangular pipe in which the fluid is distributed among 
the microchannel tubes.  The fluid first enters the header via a hole in the manifold, and then the flow enters the 
microchannel tubes while leaving the header.  The components of the header are the top plate, bottom plate, and the 
spacer plate.  The header is shown in Figure 2-3.   
Header design took into account few considerations.  First, it needed to be able to withstand internal 
pressure during the two-phase water-air tests, as well as during the two-phase refrigerant tests.  In order to insure no 
leakage in both, rubber o-rings were used to seal the entire manifold as well as the individual microchannel tubes.  
In addition, the materials used for the header are interchangeable.  This allowed for the usage of different materials 
for each test.  For the two-phase water tests, PVC (polyvinyl chloride) was used to cut costs but for the refrigerant 
tests, the more expensive but less corrosive aluminum was used.  Secondly, various aspect ratios of header were 
required for the experiments.  In order to achieve this, the header was manufactured in parts.  The header consists of 
three separate plates; two cover plates and a spacer plate.  This particular design allows for the usage of spacer plates 
of different thicknesses.  Lastly, the design has to be easy to manufacture and economical.   
 
Figure 2-1. ProE Drawing of the Manifold (Dimensions are in Inches) 
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Figure 2-2. Detailed Drawing of the Microchannel Tube Section 
2.2 Header Description 
The arrangement of the microchannel tubes on the manifold was also an important factor in the overall 
design.  For this experiment, an array of 15 microchannel tubes was used.  As seen in Figure 2-3, the equally spaced 
tubes are placed on one end of the manifold.  This was done so that the effect of developing length on the flow 
distribution can be examined.  Four entrance locations for the inlet flows are shown in Figure 2-3.  This allows for 
examination of various flow orientations.  The header consists of a 28cm by 56cm (11-inch by 22-inch) PVC top 
plate. Five pressure tap ports are machined into the top plate to provide for static pressure measurements directly 
within the flow. The bottom plate is either AL 2024 or PVC. A PVC spacer plate is located between the top and 
bottom plates and is available in thicknesses of 3.75mm, 6.35mm, and 12.7mm (1/8”, 1/4”, and 1/2”).  Since the 
width of the manifold area remains the same, different plate thickness corresponds to a variation of cross sectional 
area.  Altering this area, in turn, allows for variations in the mass flux.  Lastly, the o-ring locks are used to secure the 
microchannel tubes to the manifold.  The actual header used in the experiment is shown in Figure 2-4. 
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Figure 2-3. Header and Experimental Setup. 
 
Figure 2-4. Actual Header used in Experiments. 
2.3 Microchannel Tube Description 
A typical microchannel tube can be seen in Figure 2-5.  Brazeway Corp. manufactures the microchannel 
tubes used in the experiment.  The microchannel tubes used in this experiment consist of 6 ports with a hydraulic 
diameter of 1.586mm (0.06”). The ports are rectanglular as seen in Figure 2-5. The length of the tube is 
approximately 31.75cm (12.5”).   These microchannel tubes were inserted and sealed into the manifold via o-ring 
locks.   
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Figure 2-5. Typical Microchannel Tube. The Width Shown is ˜ 19.05mm (0.75”) 
2.4 Experimental Parameters 
Several combinations of geometric parameters were used in this experiment.  Some of the geometric 
parameters considered are the aspect ratio, the arrangement of microchannel tubes, and the geometric orientation of 
the flow.  As mentioned previously, the different spacer plate thicknesses allow for different aspect ratios.  Again, 
the spacer plate thicknesses are 3.75mm, 6.35mm, and 12.7 mm (1/8”, 1/4”, and 1/2”).  Changing the aspect ratio of 
header area has a similar effect of changing diameter ratio of branch to inlet.  Finally, the microchannel tubes were 
arranged in two different orientations.  For the first set of experiments, the manifold was in a horizontal orientation 
and the tubes protrude downward.  For the second orientation, the manifold was held upright vertically while the 
microchannel tubes project horizontally from the manifold. 
In addition to geometric parameters, two key dynamic parameters were studied.  These parameters are the 
inlet mass flux and the inlet quality.  A mass flux range used in the experiments is 39 to 393 kg/m2s.  The inlet 
qualities used in this experiment range from 0.03 to 0.48. 
2.5 Test Matrix 
Based on the above-mentioned parameters and various test conditions, several possible cases can be 
calculated.  For the geometric parameters, there are 24 possible cases: 3 (aspect ratio) x 2 (pitch of branch tube) x 1 
(number of microchannel ports) x 4 (inlet position) = 24.  In the case of the dynamic parameters, 16 combinations 
are possible: 4 (inlet mass flux) x 4 (inlet quality) = 16.  Combining the geometric and the dynamic parameters, 
there are 24 x 16 = 384 possible cases.  This number is only for one microchannel orientation.  This thesis describes 
two orientations have been tested which bring the number of cases up to 384 x 2 =784.  In actuality, this number was 
reduced significantly because some of the cases were not physically possible due to the limits of the equipment and 
instrumentation available.   
2.6 Experimental Setup 
In addition to the design of the test section, the overall experimental setup is an essential element when it 
comes to obtaining accurate data.  Figure 2-6 shows the schematic for all the equipment and apparatus involved in 
the experiment.  As shown in the figure, the mixture of water and air form a two phase fluid which is distributed 
among the 15 microchannel tubes.  In order to control the mass flux as well as the quality of the fluid, a couple of 
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devices were used.  For the control of the liquid flow, liquid rotameters were utilized while the voltage readings 
from pressure transducers were correlated to airflow rates.  Pressure transducers were also used to measure pressure 
differential inside the manifold.  With the usage of valves, the two-phase fluid can either flow through the test 
section or directly to the drain. 
2.7 Experimental Procedure 
For each mass flux and quality, the inlet conditions (top or bottom, left or right) and header channel area 
(determined by spacer plate) can be changed. For each test case, the micro-channel air volumetric flow rate is 
determined by a gas rotameter (±0.5L/min). For liquid, the volume of water is weighed on a balance (±0.1g) and the 
time interval is obtained via a quartz stopwatch (±0.25s reaction time). Through propagation of error, each data 
point is subject to 5.1% variance. Atmospheric pressure is read first, and then each local pressure differential is 
obtained with respect to this reading, resulting in local static pressures P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5.  
 
Figure 2-6. Overall Schematic 
2.8 Instrumentation 
The desired two-phase flow quality is set by using a pressure transducer (scale factor 64.5 Pa/mV, ±3% 
linearity) to regulate airflow, and a liquid flow meter (±0.2GPH for less than 7 GPH, ±2 GPH for flows above 7 
GPH) to regulate water flow (0 to 0.0041 L/s or 0 to 40 GPH). A suitable length of pipe before the test section 
allows for the establishment of flow regimes. Upon entering the header the flow distributes among fifteen aluminum 
micro-channel tubes and flows into separator tanks, which allow for air and water mass flow rate determination over 
a timed interval. Local static pressures are determined by using a system of five valves and a differential pressure 
transducer (677 Pa/mV, ±3% linearity). The transducer signals were read via a digital multimeter (±0.01mV).  
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3. Horizontal Flow Results 
This chapter will discuss all the combinations of conditions used for the horizontal manifold orientation 
with microchannel flow in the vertical down direction.  In addition, the exit flow rate results for air and water along 
with the pressure readings along the manifold length will be presented.  Lastly, the raw data will be compared and 
broken into various flow regimes. 
3.1 Data Matrix 
As mentioned in chapter 2, various parameters were used in combination to produce different sets of data.  
Two of those parameters are the quality and the mass flux of the inlet flow.  In addition to quality and mass flux, 
some of the physical parameters that were varied were the aspect ratio and the inlet flow orientation.  The manifold 
aspect ratio was varied by using three different spacer plates.  The thickness of the spacer plates are 3.175 mm, 6.35 
mm, and 12.7 mm (1/8”, 1/4”, 1/2”).  For the inlet flow direction, the data matrix depended on two separate 
variables.  One variable is the vertical direction of the flow and the other is the horizontal direction of the flow.  As 
shown in Fig 3-1, all four inlet flow directions are shown.  Short and long indicate the length of the flow to the exit 
tubes.  
 
Figure 3-1. Flow Inlet Orientations. 
Using these above mentioned parameters, the data matrix was set up.  Tables 3-1 through 3-6 show all the 
experiment cases for the horizontal flow.  Tables 3-1 and 3-2 illustrate all the cases for the 3.175 mm spacer plate.  
In addition, Tables 3-3 and 3-4 show the 6.35 mm spacer cases while Tables 3-5 and 3-6 show the 12.7 mm spacer 
cases. 
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Table 3-1. Top Inlet Cases for the 3.175 mm Spacer 
Top 
Short Long 
G [kg/m2s] x [-] G [kg/m2s] x [-] 
39 0.36 39 0.39 
49 0.38 43 0.35 
137 0.19 133 0.07 
140 0.39 133 0.34 
136 0.35 130 0.37 
373 0.08 368 0.09 
331 0.16 339 0.16 
333 0.17 335 0.17 
333 0.18 308 0.19 
393 0.07 379 0.08 
371 0.09 368 0.09 
333 0.11 314 0.11 
393 0.15 374 0.16 
Table 3-2. Bottom Inlet Cases for the 3.175 mm Spacer 
Bottom 
Short Long 
G [kg/m2s] x [-] G [kg/m2s] x [-] 
43 0.17 44 0.18 
45 0.34 44 0.34 
139 0.15 137 0.15 
133 0.30 133 0.36 
130 0.35 137 0.38 
365 0.10 354 0.13 
366 0.14 336 0.16 
340 0.17 314 0.30 
319 0.18 308 0.30 
331 0.09 380 0.07 
364 0.13 381 0.08 
351 0.13 394 0.13 
335 0.17 359 0.17 
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Table 3-3. Top Inlet Cases for the 6.35mm Spacer 
Top 
Short Long 
G [kg/m2s] x [-] G [kg/m2s] x [-] 
41 0.11 48 0.17 
48 0.37 46 0.36 
43 0.36 43 0.33 
154 0.07 145 0.09 
163 0.11 149 0.10 
137 0.15 133 0.13 
133 0.18 134 0.15 
331 0.05 343 0.05 
314 0.06 309 0.07 
185 0.08 194 0.08 
336 0.03 374 0.04 
Table 3-4. Bottom Inlet Cases for the 6.35 mm Spacer 
Bottom 
Short Long 
G [kg/m2s] x [-] G [kg/m2s] x [-] 
45 0.15 51 0.30 
50 0.33 56 0.36 
47 0.38 53 0.48 
144 0.09 160 0.13 
157 0.11 141 0.18 
130 0.15 139 0.30 
118 0.18 134 0.34 
334 0.06 374 0.08 
308 0.08 336 0.10 
305 0.09 343 0.14 
338 0.05 347 0.07 
Table 3-5. Top Inlet Cases for the 12.7 mm Spacer 
Top 
Short Long 
G [kg/m2s] x [-] G [kg/m2s] x [-] 
51 0.31 43 0.38 
43 0.38 43 0.31 
178 0.10 130 0.06 
135 0.15 137 0.10 
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Table 3-6. Bottom Inlet Cases for the 12.7 mm Spacer 
Bottom 
Short Long 
G [kg/m2s] x [-] G [kg/m2s] x [-] 
53 0.31 41 0.39 
39 0.30 43 0.31 
157 0.11 137 0.06 
157 0.13 131 0.08 
 
The mass flux and the quality of the inlet were calculated by combining the exit quality and flow rate 
information for all the tubes.  The range of the test results was 39 kg/m2s to 393 kg/m2s.  The quality ranged from 
0.03 to 0.48.  Figure 3-2 shows the complete data set map for the horizontal flow rates. 
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Figure 3-2. Complete Data Set Map for the Horizontal Manifold Orientation 
3.2 Short Inlet Results 
Due to the noticeable distinction in the results between the short and the long inlet flows, the discussions 
will be divided accordingly.  In this section, the short inlet results will be analyzed.  These results include the exit air 
and water flow rate at each microchannel tube as well as the corresponding pressure reading inside the manifold.  
Each of the sub sections will discuss the results for all the unique orientations tested for the short inlet case. 
3.2.1 Test Results for the 3.175 mm Spacer Plate 
In this section, only the results for the top inlet conditions will be discussed.  This is due to the fact that the 
exit flow distribution and the pressure distribution were not significantly different for the top and the bottom inlet 
conditions.  However, results for all the bottom cases can be seen in the Appendix.  Figure 3-3, Figure 3-4, and 
Figure 3-5 show the air, water and the pressure distribution for the cases with flux ranging from 29 to 140 kg/m2s, 
respectively. 
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Figure 3-3. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 3.175 mm Air Distribution. 
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Figure 3-4.  Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 3.175 mm Water Distribution. 
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Figure 3-5. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 3.175 mm Pressure Distribution 
Figure 3-6, Figure 3-7, and Figure 3-8 show the air, water and the pressure distribution for the cases with 
flux ranging from 223 to 393 kg/m2s, respectively. 
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Figure 3-6. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 3.175 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 3-7. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 3.175 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 3-8. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 3.175 mm Pressure Distribution 
 
In each of the figures, the flow direction is shown at the bottom of the figure.  For the air distribution, the 
flow rates seem fairly constant for all the flows, but interestingly there are sharp gains in the flow rates at tube 
number 12 but do not seem to affect the water and pressure distribution.  On the water distribution chart, the exit 
flows are very low in the middle tubes while the flow goes through a large increase toward the end of the flow.  
There is an exception to this behavior however.  For the cases with the mass flux of 39 and 49 kg/m2s, it seems that 
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there is an increase, just not as large.  Similar to the air distribution characteristics, this behavior in the water 
distribution does not seem to correlate with the pressure distribution.   
3.2.2 Test Results for the 6.35 mm Spacer Plate 
During the next part of the experiments, the 3.175 mm spacer plate was replaced with a 6.35 mm spacer 
plate.  This section will describe the results obtained from this orientation as well as some of the patterns observed in 
the results.    Figure 3-9, Figure 3-10, and Figure 3-11 show the air, water and the pressure distribution for the cases 
with flux ranging from 41 to 162 kg/m2s, respectively. 
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Figure 3-9. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 6.35 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 3-10. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 6.35 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 3-11. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 6.35 mm Pressure Distribution 
Figures 3-12 to 3-14 show the air, water, and the pressure distribution for the flow with flux ranging from 
185 to 326 kg/m2s, respectively.  
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Figure 3-12. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 6.35 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 3-13. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 6.35 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 3-14. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 6.35 mm Pressure Distribution 
The results for the 6.35 mm spacer plate seem to follow a very similar pattern to that of the 3.175 mm 
spacer plate.  There is a slight distinction, however.  As can be seen in Figures 3-11 and 3-14, the pressure follows a 
similar pattern to that of the water distribution shown in Figures 3-10 and 3-13.  For example, the pressure pattern 
for the 41 kg/m2s is high at the entrance point then decreases slowly until at the exit region where it sharply 
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increases.  This trend is shown for the water distribution as well.  This was not the case for the 3.175 mm spacer 
plate results.  In addition, the air distributions displayed in Figures 3-9 and 3-12, show the opposite trend, for the 
most part, to the water distribution.  This result was expected because the space that the water can exit would 
decrease if it was taken up by the exiting air.  One similarity to the 3.175 mm spacer case would be the trend shown 
by the flows with lower mass flux.  As seen in Figure 3-9 and 3-10, the flows with flux ranging from 41 to 48 
kg/m2s show a very evenly distributed pattern for both water and air.   
3.2.3 Test Results for the 12.7 mm Spacer Plate 
The last set of experiments for the horizontal manifold orientation used the 12.7 mm thick spacer plate.  
This section will discuss its results. 
Figures 3-15, 3-16, and 3-17 show the air, water, and pressure distribution for the flows with mass flux 
ranging from 42 to 178 kg/m2s.  These results follow a similar pattern to that of the results for the 3.175 mm spacer 
plate.  For example, Figure 3-16 show the water distribution for the lower mass flux (51 and 42 kg/m2s) follow an 
even trend while the flows with higher mass flux show a regain in the water distribution towards the end of the flow.  
As was the case for the 3.175 mm spacer plate, the pressure distribution does not seem to correlate with either the air 
or the water distribution. 
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Figure 3-15. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 12.7 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 3-16. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 12.7 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 3-17. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Top 12.7 mm Pressure Distribution 
3.3 Long Inlet Results 
In this section, the long inlet results will be examined.  These results include the exit air and water flow rate 
at each microchannel tube as well as the corresponding pressure reading inside the manifold.  The next few sub 
sections will contain the results for the 3.175 mm, 6.35 mm, and the 12.7 mm spacer plate cases. 
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3.3.1 Test Results for the 3.175 mm Spacer Plate 
As was the case for the short inlet results, only the results from the top inlet conditions will be discussed.  
The reason for this is that the top and the bottom flow inlet conditions do not seem to have any affect on the 
distribution.  All of the results for the bottom conditions are shown in the Appendix section.  Figures 3-18, 3-19, and 
3-20 show the results for the flow with mass flux ranging from 29 to 133 kg/m2s.  
The results for the cases with lower flux are very interesting.  Unlike any of the water distribution shown 
for the short inlet flow cases, Figure 3-19 shows a pattern which resembles the letter “U”.  The water distribution for 
the short inlet cases either displayed a lop-sided or an even distribution.  The pressure distribution shows a pattern in 
which the pressure is very high in the area close to the flow entrance but decreases quickly to about even in other 
areas of the manifold.  This pattern can be seen in Figure 3-20.  
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Figure 3-18. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 3.175 mm Air Distribution 
The next three figures correspond to the air, water, and the pressure distribution for the flows with mass 
flux ranging from 208 to 379 kg/m2s, respectively.  The results for the high mass flux flows are very similar to that 
of the lower mass flux.  The water flow pattern display a slightly lop-sided “U” pattern while the pressure 
distribution follows the same pattern as the ones shown previously.  One unexpected result is that the air distribution 
is correlated to the water distribution.   
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Figure 3-19. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 3.175 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 3-20. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 3.175 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure 3-21. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 3.175 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 3-22. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 3.175 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 3-23. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 3.175 mm Pressure Distribution 
As it can be seen in Figures 3-21 and 3-22, the air and the water distribution follow a similar trend to one 
another.  Also, a sharp increase shown in Figure 3-18 for tube 4 seem to be related to the same phenomenon shown 
in Figure 3-3 for tube 12.  
3.3.2 Test Results for the 6.35 mm Spacer Plate 
In this section, the results for the 6.35 mm spacer plate cases will be examined.  The raw data will be 
presented first and then it will be compared with some of the data presented previously in this document.  Figures 3-
24, 3-25, 3-26 show the air, water, and pressure distribution for the flows with mass flux ranging from 43 to 149 
kg/m2s.   
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Figure 3-24. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 6.35 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 3-25. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 6.35 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 3-26. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 6.35 mm Pressure Distribution 
The next three figures represent the air, water, and the pressure distribution for the flows with flux ranging 
from 194 to 374 kg/m2s.   
In comparing the water and the air distribution, they follow an opposite pattern.  This result is intuitively 
expected due to the fact that the microchannel tube space is limited thus higher water mass flow rate should mean 
lower air mass flow rate and vice versa.  As was the case for the previous experiments, the flows with lower mass 
flux show an even distribution for both air and water.  As seen in Figures 3-24 and 3-25, the flows with mass fluxes 
43, 46, and 48 kg/m2s show this even pattern.  The pressure distribution does not seem to correlate with either the air 
or the water distribution in this case. 
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Figure 3-27. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 6.35 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 3-28. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 6.35 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 3-29. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 6.35 mm Pressure Distribution 
3.3.3 Test Results for the 12.7 mm Spacer Plate 
This section will discuss the results for the tests with the spacer plate thickness of 12.7 mm.  Figures 3-30, 
3-31, and 3-32 will illustrate the results for the entire set of data for the 12.7 mm cases.  Sequentially, these results 
will be compared to the previous set of data presented so far in the report. 
The results for this orientation seem very unique in that the water distribution is very unusual compared to 
what had been seen.  Figure 3-31 shows the water distribution.  In this figure, it is shown that the water flow rate is 
very high in the entrance area, which is the opposite of the previous results.  Also the regain of the water flow rate 
toward the end of the flow is very small if not nonexistent.  As expected, the air distributions follow an opposite 
pattern as the water distribution.  Finally, the pressure distribution does not correlate in any way with either the air 
or the water distribution. 
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Figure 3-30. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 12.7 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 3-31. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 12.7 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 3-32. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Top 12.7 mm Pressure Distribution 
3.4 Flow Regime 
In this section, the flow regime of the flows will be decided on the flow visualization used in the 
experiments.  In order to designate the flow regimes for each of the cases, the flow regimes will be described.  
Following the flow regime description, the flows will be designated according to their flow rate distributions and 
flow visualization information obtained during the experiment. 
3.4.1 Flow Regime Description 
There are two major flow regimes that dominate the characteristics of the flows seen in the experiments.  
These are the stratified and the annular flow regime.  Figure 3-33 illustrates the typical visual characteristics 
displayed by these regimes and Table 3-7 shows the flow patterns that are possible under these regimes.   
Flows in which liquid and vapor phases of a mixture are completely separated belong to the stratified flow 
regime.  This flow is usually found for low vapor and liquid velocities where liquid moves in the bottom.  Two flow 
patterns, the stratified (or stratified smooth) flow pattern and the wavy (or stratified wavy) flow pattern, are defined 
for this flow regime.  The stratified smooth pattern shows no fluctuations in the interface, while the stratified wavy 
is characterized by small waves in the interface when vapor velocities are increased. 
In the annular flow regime the vapor and liquid phases are separated, but the vapor core travels in the 
middle of the tube, surrounded by a layer of liquid that forms an annular ring.  This flow regime usually occurs 
when the vapor has enough energy to move up the liquid phase, overcoming the gravity force.  In this regime, two 
flow patterns are observed: the wavy-annular (or pseudo-slug) flow pattern, the annular flow pattern.  The first one 
is characterized by waves in the liquid-vapor interface.  In the second one, the interface between liquid and vapor is 
more stable.  
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Figure 3-33. Two-Phase Flow Regimes and its Flow Patterns  
Table 3-7. Two-Phase Flow Regimes and its Flow Patterns 
Flow Regime Flow Patterns 
Stratified Flow · Stratified Smooth Flow 
· Stratified Wavy Flow 
Annular Flow Regime · Annular Flow 
· Wavy-Annular 
 
3.4.2 Flow Regime Designation 
Using the flow description and the flow visualization information, the following tables were created to 
designate each case with a flow regime.  Tables 3-8, 3-9, and 3-10 show the flow regime designations for the 3.175 
mm, 6.35 mm, and the 12.7 mm manifold spacing cases, respectively.  (Note: SW: stratified wavy, A: annular, S: 
stratified.) 
Table 3-8. Flow Regime Designation for the 3.175 mm Cases 
Short Long 
G [kg/m2s] x [-] Flow Regime G [kg/m2s] x [-] Flow Regime 
39 0.36 SW 39 0.39 SW 
49 0.38 SW 43 0.35 SW 
137 0.19 A 133 0.07 SW 
140 0.39 A 133 0.34 SW 
136 0.35 A 130 0.37 SW 
373 0.08 A 368 0.09 A 
331 0.16 A 339 0.16 A 
333 0.17 A 335 0.17 A 
333 0.18 A 308 0.19 A 
393 0.07 A 379 0.08 A 
371 0.09 A 368 0.09 A 
333 0.11 A 314 0.11 A 
393 0.15 A 374 0.16 A 
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Table 3-9. Flow Regime Designation for the 6.35 mm Cases 
Short Long 
G [kg/m2s] x [-] Flow Regime G [kg/m2s] x [-] Flow Regime 
41 0.11 SW 48 0.17 SW 
48 0.37 SW 46 0.36 SW 
43 0.36 SW 43 0.33 SW 
154 0.07 A 145 0.09 A 
163 0.11 A 149 0.10 A 
137 0.15 A 133 0.13 A 
133 0.18 A 134 0.15 A 
331 0.05 A 343 0.05 A 
314 0.06 A 309 0.07 A 
185 0.08 A 194 0.08 A 
336 0.03 A 374 0.04 A 
Table 3-10. Flow Regime Designation for the 12.7 mm Cases 
Short Long 
G [kg/m2s] x [-] Flow Regime G [kg/m2s] x [-] Flow Regime 
51 0.31 SW 43 0.38 S 
43 0.38 SW 43 0.31 S 
178 0.10 A 130 0.06 S 
135 0.15 A 137 0.10 S 
3.5 Conclusion 
In summary, the experimental data for the horizontal manifold was examined in this chapter.  For each flow 
orientation, water, air and pressure distributions were presented.  Next these distributions were compared to each 
other so that patterns can be determined.  For the data, it was found that the water and air distributions are inversely 
related.  Overall, the pressure distribution did not seem to correlate with either the water or the air distribution. 
Using the flow visualization information and experimental data, the flows were designated into different 
flow regimes.  Three main flow regimes were discovered for the horizontal flow orientation: stratified wavy, 
annular, and stratified.  Lower flux and higher quality corresponded to stratified wavy while higher flux and lower 
quality produced annular flows.  Lastly, the stratified flow regime was only visible for flows in the 12.7 mm spacer 
plate cases.   
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4. Vertical Flow Results 
The second set of experiments was performed with the manifold in a vertical orientation and microchannel 
tubes in a horizontal direction.  This chapter will discuss the all the combinations of conditions used for this set of 
data.  In addition, the exit flow rate results for air and water along with the pressure readings inside the manifold will 
be presented.  Lastly, the raw data will be compared and broken down into various flow regimes. 
4.1 Data Matrix 
As in the case for the horizontal manifold orientation, the various parameters were used in conjunction with 
the physical setup to produce numerous cases in which the flow rates and the pressure readings were measured.  
Two of those parameters are the quality and the mass flux of the inlet flow.  In addition to quality and mass flux, 
some of the physical parameters that were varied are the aspect ratio and the inlet flow orientation.  The aspect ratio 
was varied by using three different spacer plates.  The thickness of the spacer plates are 3.175 mm, 6.35 mm, and 
12.7 mm (1/8”, 1/4”, 1/2”). 
For the vertical orientation, only two inlet entrance positions were used.  This is different from the 
horizontal orientation because horizontal cases involved 4 different entrance positions.  The number of positions was 
reduced because flows entering through the top plate did not differ significantly from flows coming in through the 
bottom plate.  Figure 4-1 shows the two flow entrances and their designations.  
Using these above mentioned parameters, the data matrix was set up.  The following tables show all the 
experiment cases for the vertical flow.  Table 4-1 shows all the cases for the 3.175 mm spacer plate.  In addition, 
Table 4-2 shows the 6.35 mm spacer cases while Table 4-3 show the 12.7 mm spacer cases. 
 
Figure 4-1. Flow Inlet Orientations 
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Table 4-1. Inlet Cases for 3.175 mm Spacer 
Down Up 
G [kg/m2s] x [-] G [kg/m2s] x [-] 
54 0.29 53 0.34 
56 0.32 51 0.37 
130 0.12 132 0.14 
123 0.17 124 0.18 
117 0.24 112 0.28 
278 0.04 263 0.07 
230 0.07 244 0.10 
208 0.13 207 0.17 
202 0.14 195 0.20 
385 0.03 408 0.06 
346 0.07 334 0.09 
279 0.12 327 0.12 
276 0.14 346 0.16 
Table 4-2. Inlet Cases for 6.35 mm Spacer 
Down  Up  
G [kg/m2s] x [-] G [kg/m2s] x [-] 
54 0.26 46 0.15 
52 0.33 57 0.37 
50 0.39 53 0.41 
152 0.08 161 0.10 
142 0.12 131 0.08 
135 0.19 140 0.22 
128 0.23 141 0.25 
246 0.05 226 0.07 
231 0.10 223 0.07 
222 0.13 237 0.13 
355 0.08 368 0.02 
Table 4-3. Inlet Cases for 12.7 mm Spacer 
Down  Up  
G [kg/m2s] x [-] G [kg/m2s] x [-] 
48 0.09 50 0.10 
35 0.17 34 0.19 
164 0.02 158 0.03 
142 0.04 131 0.05 
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Figure 4-2. Complete Data Set Map for the Vertical Manifold Orientation 
The mass flux and the quality of the inlet were calculated by combining the exit quality and flow rate 
information for all the tubes.  The target flux range for the experiments prior to the tests was 50 kg/m2s to 400 
kg/m2s.  In actuality, the range of the test results was 34 kg/m2s to 408 kg/m2s.  Also, the pre-test quality range was 
set at 0.1 to 0.4.  For the actual results, the quality ranged from 0.02 to 0.41.  Figure 4-2 shows the complete data set 
map for the vertical flow rates. 
4.2 Down Inlet Results 
Due to the noticeable distinction in the results between the down and the short inlet flows, the discussions 
will be divided accordingly.  This difference is mainly due to the effect that gravity has on the orientations.  
Obviously, the up flow has to overcome the potential energy loss incurred inside the manifold while the down flow 
gains potential energy.  In this section, the down flow inlet results will be analyzed.  These results include exit air 
and water flow rate at each microchannel tube as well as the corresponding pressure readings inside the manifold.  
The each upcoming sub sections will discuss the results for all the different orientations tested for the up inlet case. 
4.2.1 Test Results for the 3.175 mm Spacer Plate 
In this section, the results for the 3.175 mm spacer thickness will be discussed.  The raw data including the 
exit air and water flow rates will be presented along with the pressure distribution data.  Figures 4-3, 4-4, and 4-5 
show the air, water, and pressure distribution for the flows with mass flux ranging from 54 to 130 kg/m2s, 
respectively.  In addition, Figures 4-7, 4-8, and 4-9 show the same distributions for mass flux ranging from 202 to 
385 kg/m2s. 
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Figure 4-3 Two-Phase Vertical Down 3.175 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 4-4. Two-Phase Vertical Down 3.175 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 4-5. Two-Phase Vertical Down 3.175 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure 4-6. Two-Phase Vertical Down 3.175 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 4-7. Two-Phase Vertical Down 3.175 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 4-8. Two-Phase Vertical Down 3.175 mm Pressure Distribution 
As seen in Figures 4-4 and 4-7 both sets of water distribution show a small gain in the top of the manifold 
where the initial sets of tubes are located.  However, there is an exception to this trend.  For example, in Figure 4-4, 
the flows with the two lowest mass fluxes do not follow this pattern.  The water distribution in this case decreases 
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initially.  There is another instance where this trend is not followed.  In Figure 4-7, the flow with the flux 278 kg/m2s 
also decreases in the beginning of the flow.   
Towards the end of the flow which is at the bottom of the manifold, a definite trend in the water 
distribution can not be found.  As seen in Figure 4-4 and 4-7, some of flows seem to display an instance where the 
water flow rate shows an increase starting at tube number 4 or 5 then continually increasing until the last tube (#1).  
This seems to be a random occurrence because there is no correlation of the flow pattern to either the flux or the 
quality. 
In terms of the air distribution, the two sets of data follow a very similar pattern.  As seen in Figure 4-3 and 
4-6 the air flow rates increase initially and then decreases sharply at tube number 12 then increases slowly until the 
last tube.  A couple of flows do not follow this trend.  In Figure 4-6, it can be seen that the flows with mass flux 278 
and 385 kg/m2s decrease sharply towards the end of the flow. 
4.2.2 Test Results for the 6.35 mm Spacer Plate 
This section discusses the results obtained from the vertical manifold orientation with a 6.35 mm spacer 
plate.    Figure 4-9, Figure 4-10, and Figure 4-11 show the air, water and the pressure distribution for the cases with 
flux ranging from 50 to 152 kg/m2s, respectively.  In addition, Figures 4-12, 4-13, and 4-14 show the same set of 
distributions for mass flux ranging from 222 to 355 kg/m2s. 
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Figure 4-9. Two-Phase Vertical Down 6.35 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 4-10. Two-Phase Vertical Down 6.35 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 4-11. Two-Phase Vertical Down 6.35 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure 4-12. Two-Phase Vertical Down 6.35 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 4-13. Two-Phase Vertical Down 6.35 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 4-14. Two-Phase Vertical Down 6.35 mm Pressure Distribution 
The results shown above with the 6.35 mm spacer plate are slightly different from those of the 3.175 mm 
spacer.  First, the water distributions for the 6.35 mm cases all follow a similar pattern to each other.  As seen in 
Figures 4-10 and 4-13, the water distribution increases slightly in the beginning of the flow and then goes through a 
sharp regain at the end of the bottom of the manifold.  The air distribution seems to follow the opposite trend 
compared to the water distribution.  As seen in Figures 4-9 and 4-12, the air flow rates increases steadily until a 
point where the water distribution increases sharply.  This can attributed to the fact that the water takes up most of 
the space at the bottom of the manifold so air cannot exit through those tubes. 
4.2.3 Test Results for the 12.7 mm Spacer Plate 
The last set of experiments for this particular orientation was done using the 12.7 mm thick spacer plate.  
This section will discuss its results. 
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Figure 4-15. Two-Phase Vertical Down 12.7 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 4-16. Two-Phase Vertical Down 12.7 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 4-17. Two-Phase Vertical Down 12.7 mm Pressure Distribution 
The results for the 12.5 mm manifold spacing case are very similar to that of 6.35 mm.  For the air 
distribution, the air flow rate increases slightly in the beginning of the flow at the top of the manifold.  Then, it 
remains steady until the end of the flow when it decreases sharply.  This effect can be seen Figure 4-15.  This 
behavior inversely correlates with the water flow rates because water shows the exact opposite pattern to that of the 
air distribution.  As can be seen in Figure 4-16, the water flow rate decreases slightly initially then increases sharply 
toward the end of the flow. 
4.3 Up Inlet Results 
In this section, the up inlet results will be looked at.  These results include the exit air and water flow rate at 
each microchannel tube as well as the corresponding pressure readings inside the manifold.  The next three sub 
sections will contain the results for the 3.175 mm, 6.35 mm, and the 12.7 mm spacer plate cases.  It should be noted 
that in the up inlet cases, the flow is traveling upwards so that the end of the flow is at the top of the manifold.   
4.3.1 Test Results for the 3.175 mm Spacer Plate 
All of the results for the bottom conditions are shown in the Appendix section.  Figures 4-18, 4-19, and 4-
20 show the results for the flow with mass flux ranging from 51 to 132 kg/m2s.  Also, Figures 4-21, 4-22, and 4-23 
show same set of distribution mass flux ranging from 195 to 408 kg/m2s.   
When looking at Figures 4-19 and 4-22, the majority of the water distributions follow a similar pattern.  
This pattern consists of a high initial flow rate which decreases in the middle tubes and then gaining sharply towards 
the end of the flow.  However, there is an exception to this pattern.  For flow with mass flux 53 and 51 kg/m2s, the 
water flow rates decrease at the end of the flow.  All the air distribution follows a same pattern.  The flow rates stays 
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fairly steady most of the time except when the flow reaches tube 3 or 4.  Then, the flow rates dip down sharply.  
Lastly, the pressure distributions do not seem to have any correlation with either the air or the water distribution. 
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Figure 4-18. Two-Phase Vertical Up 3.175 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 4-19. Two-Phase Vertical Up 3.175 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 4-20. Two-Phase Vertical Up 3.175 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure 4-21. Two-Phase Vertical Up 3.175 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 4-22. Two-Phase Vertical Up 3.175 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 4-23. Two-Phase Vertical Up 3.175 mm Pressure Distribution 
4.3.2 Test Results for the 6.35 mm Spacer Plate 
In this section, the results for the 6.35 mm spacer plate cases will be examined.  The raw data will be 
presented first and then it will be compared with some of the data presented previously in this document.  Figures 4-
24, 4-25, 4-26 show the air, water, and pressure distribution for the flows with mass flux ranging from 46 to 161 
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kg/m2s.  In addition, Figures 4-27, 4-28, and 4-29 show the same set of distribution for mass flux from 223 to 368 
kg/m2s. 
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Figure 4-24. Two-Phase Vertical Up 6.35 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 4-25. Two-Phase Vertical Up 6.35 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 4-26. Two-Phase Vertical Up 6.35 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure 4-27. Two-Phase Vertical Up 6.35 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 4-28. Two-Phase Vertical Up 6.35 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 4-29. Two-Phase Vertical Up 6.35 mm Pressure Distribution 
Figure 4-28 shows a very interesting distribution pattern for water.  Unlike the flow distributions seen for 
the 3.175 mm spacer, the water flow rate is very large at the beginning of the flow and then drops sharply right 
away.  Another intriguing phenomenon that occurs is that the water flow rates slowly increase toward the end of the 
flow and then start to decrease slowly again.  This effect only seems to show for the flow with mass flux ranging 
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from 46 to 161 kg/m2s.  With mass flux higher than 161 kg/m2s, the water distributions seem to follow the same 
pattern to that of the 3.175 mm spacer plate.  In terms of the air distribution, it is fairly steady all over except at the 
corner when the water flow rates are higher.  In this instance, the air flow rates decrease slightly.  This can be seen 
in Figures 4-24 and 4-27. 
4.3.3 Test Results for the 12.7 mm Spacer Plate 
This section will discuss the results for the tests with the spacer plate thickness of 12.7 mm.  Figures 4-30, 
4-31, and 4-32 will illustrate the results for the entire set of data for the 12.7 mm cases.  Sequentially, these results 
will be compared to the previous set of data presented so far in the report.   
As seen in Figure 4-31, the water distribution shows a unique pattern.  For this case, the water flow rate is 
high in the beginning of the flow but decreases in the middle tubes.  The unique part of the distribution is that the 
flow rate increases back up then slowly decreases again.  This is a pattern that has not been seen before.  On the 
other hand, the air distribution seems very steady compared to the water flow rates. 
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Figure 4-30. Two-Phase Vertical Up 12.7 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure 4-31. Two-Phase Vertical Up 12.7 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure 4-32. Two-Phase Vertical Up 12.7 mm Pressure Distribution 
4.4 Flow Regime 
In this section, the flow regime of the flows will be decided on the flow visualization used in the 
experiments.  In order to designate the flow regimes for each of the cases, the flow regimes will be described.  
Following the flow regime description, the flows will be designated according to its flow rate distribution and flow 
visualization information obtained during the experiment. 
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4.4.1 Flow Regime Description 
There are three major flow regimes that dominate the characteristics of the flows seen in the experiments.  
These are the churn, annular and free-stream flow regime.  Figure 4-33 illustrates the typical visual characteristics 
displayed by these regimes and Table 4-4 shows the flow patterns that are possible under these regimes.   
A flow in which the liquid is separated from the vapor due to gravitational energy in the vertical up flow is 
considered to be a churn flow.  In this instance, bubbles of vapor flow through the water which remains mostly at the 
bottom of the manifold.  In some cases though, the churn flow turns into annular regime when enough liquid has 
exited in the initial tubes.  In which instance, the vapor carries the remaining liquid in an annular fashion.  This is 
called the free-stream/annular flow. 
In the annular flow regime the vapor and liquid phases are separated, but the vapor core travels in the 
middle of the tube, surrounded by layer of liquid that forms an annular ring.  This flow regime usually occurs when 
the vapor has enough energy to move up the liquid phase, overcoming the gravity force.   
A free-stream flow, which is not shown in Figure 4-33, occurs when the liquid flows freely from the top of 
the manifold due to the insufficiency of kinetic energy.  In this case, not enough vapor is provided to the flow so 
most of the liquid flows to the bottom of the tube without much interaction with the vapor. 
 
Figure 4-33. Two-Phase Flow Regimes and its Flow Patterns  
Table 4-4. Two-Phase Flow Regimes and its Flow Patterns 
Flow Regime 
Churn 
Annular 
Free-Stream (Free-Stream, Free-Stream/Annular) 
 
 
4.4.2 Flow Regime Designation 
Using the flow description and the flow visualization information, the following tables were created to 
designate each case with a flow regime.  Table 4-5, 4-6, and 4-7 shows the flow regime designation for the 3.175 
mm, 6.35 mm, and the 12.7 mm cases, respectively.  (Note: C: churn, A: annular, FS: free-stream, FA: free-
stream/annular) 
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Table 4-5. Flow Regime Designation for the 3.175 mm Cases 
Down Up 
G [kg/m2s] x [-] Flow Regime G [kg/m2s] x [-] Flow Regime 
54 0.29 A 53 0.34 C 
56 0.32 A 51 0.37 C 
130 0.12 A 132 0.14 FA 
123 0.17 A 124 0.18 FA 
117 0.24 A 112 0.28 FA 
278 0.04 A 263 0.07 A 
230 0.07 FS 244 0.10 A 
208 0.13 A 207 0.17 A 
202 0.14 A 195 0.20 A 
385 0.03 FS 408 0.06 A 
346 0.07 FS 334 0.09 A 
279 0.12 A 327 0.12 A 
276 0.14 A 346 0.16 A 
Table 4-6. Flow Regime Designation for the 6.35 mm Cases 
Down Up 
G [kg/m2s] x [-] Flow Regime G [kg/m2s] x [-] Flow Regime 
54 0.26 A 46 0.15 C 
52 0.33 A 57 0.37 C 
50 0.39 A 53 0.41 C 
152 0.08 FS 161 0.10 C 
142 0.12 FS 131 0.08 C 
135 0.19 FS 140 0.22 C 
128 0.23 A 141 0.25 C 
246 0.05 FS 226 0.07 FA 
231 0.10 FS 223 0.07 FA 
222 0.13 FS 237 0.13 FA 
355 0.08 FS 368 0.02 FA 
Table 4-7. Flow Regime Designation for the 12.7 mm Cases 
Down Up 
G [kg/m2s] x [-] Flow Regime G [kg/m2s] x [-] Flow Regime 
48 0.09 FS 50 0.10 C 
35 0.17 A 34 0.19 C 
164 0.02 FS 158 0.03 C 
142 0.04 C 131 0.05 C 
4.5 Conclusion 
In summary, the experimental data for the vertical manifold was examined in this chapter.  For each flow 
orientation, the water, the air and the pressure distributions were presented.  Next these distributions were compared 
to each other so that patterns could be determined.  For the data, it was found that the water distribution was related 
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conversely to the air distribution.  Overall, the pressure distribution did not seem to correlate with either the water or 
the air distribution. 
Using the flow visualization info and experimental data, the flows were designated into different flow 
regimes.  Three main flow regimes were discovered for the vertical flow orientation: churn, free-stream, and 
annular.  The down flows correspond to annular and free-stream regimes: Lower mass flux, higher quality, and 
lower flux area seem to produce annular while other orientations result in free-stream regimes.  For the up flows, 
lower flux and high quality correlate with annular or free-stream annular but as flux as higher and quality lower the 
regime shifts to churn. 
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5. Reduced Horizontal Flow Results 
In the next phase of the project, raw data was reduced to various parameters so that the flows could be 
characterized.  Using these parameters, the data were compared and analyzed.  For each set of comparisons, all 
configurations of the flow for the horizontal orientation were used for investigation.  Each section will describe the 
parameters used, compare the results and the trends observed respectively. 
5.1 Froude Number vs. Lockhart-Martinelli 
The Froude Number, which represents the ratio of inertial to gravitation energy is given by the equation, 
( )Dg
Gx
vlv rrr -
=Fr  (5-1) 
In the horizontal flow case, the spacer plate thickness was used as the diameter variable, D, to calculate the Froude 
number.  This was done because the gravitational energy that the fluid has to overcome is the potential energy 
produced by the spacer height.  The Lockhart-Martinelli Parameter represents vapor to liquid pressure drop and the 
parameter is calculated by using the equation, 
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Figure 5-1 represents the Froude number dependence on the Lockhart-Martinelli number for all the flow 
cases for the horizontal orientation.  In the legend, the numbers 125, 25, and 5 represents the spacer thicknesses 
0.125 inches, 0.25 inches and 0.5 inches, respectively.  (3.175 mm, 6.35 mm, and 12.7 mm in SI units)  Also, the 
short and long designation represents the flow development lengths which are discussed in chapter 3.   
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Figure 5-1. Froude Number Dependence on Lockhart-Martinelli Parameter 
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Few observations can be made about the figure.  As expected, the Froude number is lower for the flows 
with larger spacer thicknesses.  This is because the fluid has more potential energy to overcome in order to increase 
the vapor inertia all around the inside of the manifold.  Also, the relationship between the Froude number and the 
Lockhart-Martinelli parameter seems to be independent of each other given the same flow orientation.  In other 
words, all the flows in the same setup seems to have the same Froude rate even though the Lockhart-Martinelli 
number changes for different qualities.  Lastly, Figure 5-1 also shows how the flow-regimes are divided given these 
parameters.   
5.2 Froude Rate vs. Lockhart-Martinelli  
For this analysis, a new parameter is introduced.  The Froude rate which is the ratio of vapor inertia to 
power needed to lift liquid film, is given by the equation 
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As it was the case for the Froude number, the diameter used for this parameter is the spacer plate height.  Figure 5-2 
shows this relationship for all the horizontal cases. 
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Figure 5-2. Froude Rate Dependence on Lockhart-Martinelli Parameter 
The trends shown in the figure follow the trend shown in the previous section very closely.  Cases using 
lower spacer plate thicknesses exhibit higher Froude rates.  This is because these flows need less power to lift the 
liquid to form a film.  In addition, the Froude rate is independent of the Lockhart-Martinelli parameter for a given 
orientation. 
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5.3 Standard Deviation vs. Quality 
In order to better characterize the ability of the flow to evenly distribute itself among all 15 microchannel 
tubes, the standard deviation was calculated for both the exit liquid and exit vapor mass flow rates.  The standard 
deviation of the exit flow rates is given by Equation (5-4).   
( )å -=s 2yyN
1
 (5-4) 
In the equation, the flow rates are designated by the letter y.  The bar over the letter indicated an average 
value of the flow rates for the given orientation.  Also, the letter N represents the number of cases for the orientation.  
In the evaporator heat exchangers, the flow of the liquid is more important due to the natural process of evaporation.  
Therefore, the liquid mass flow rate standard deviation was compared to quality for this analysis. 
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Figure 5-3. Deviation Dependence on Quality Comparison 
From the figure, a couple of interpretations can be made.  One strong correlation is that with increasing 
quality the liquid mass flow rate standard deviation also increases.  This is because lower quality has greater liquid 
flow.  Another interesting trend that can be observed is that the short development lengths seem to correlate with 
higher standard deviation for all three spacer plate thicknesses.   
5.4 Standard Deviation vs. Mass Flux 
In this case, the standard deviation was compared to the mass flux.  Liquid mass flow rate standard 
deviation was also utilized in this investigation.  Figure 5-4 shows the plot of deviation dependence on flux 
comparison. 
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Figure 5-4. Deviation Dependence on Mass Flux Comparison 
In Figure 5-4, it can be seen that the standard deviation displays a positive linear correlation with mass flux.  
This is expected because higher flux means more liquid flow.  Again, the deviation values for short development 
flow length orientation seem to be higher than those of long development length.  One exception to this pattern is the 
results for the 3.175 mm (125) spacer plate.  For this aspect ratio, the short and the long development lengths do not 
produce different standard deviation. 
5.5 Normalized Standard Deviation vs. Quality 
In sections 5.3 and 5.4 the standard deviation was compared to quality and mass flux.  In these analyses, the 
results seem to be biased because quality and mass flux are not independent of liquid mass flow rate standard 
deviation.  This is because the liquid flow rates are directly dependent on quality and mass flux.  In order to 
eliminate this bias, the standard deviation was normalized by dividing the value by the liquid mass flow rate value.  
The normalized deviation value is calculated by using Equation (5-5).  Figure 5-5 shows the normalized standard 
deviation dependence on quality. 
( )
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=s  (5-5) 
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Figure 5-5. Normalized Deviation Dependence on Quality Comparison 
Compared to the regular standard deviation vs. quality, this result is very different.  A few key observations 
can be acquired from the above figure.  One trend is that the standard deviation values do not alter very much with 
changing quality values.  Another pattern is that the development lengths do not seem to have a large impact on the 
standard deviation values.  For instance, the short and the long cases for 3.175 and 12.7 mm spacer plates do not 
deviate from each other.  One exception to this trend is that short development length for 6.35 m display higher 
standard deviation values than the long cases.  Lastly, the deviation values are lower for thicker spacer plates. 
5.6 Normalized Standard Deviation vs. Mass Flux 
The normalized standard deviation of the liquid flow rate was also compared to mass flux to see if there 
would be any significant differences from the regular standard deviation.  Figure 5-6 shows the results. 
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Figure 5-6. Normalized Deviation Dependence on Mass Flux Comparison 
The trends for the mass flux comparison follow a similar pattern to that of the quality comparison.  Again, 
the deviation values increase as the plate thickness increase.  Additionally, the deviation values seem to be 
independent of mass flux given a flow configuration. 
5.7 Standard Deviation vs. Lockhart-Martinelli 
In this section, the standard deviation will be compared to Lockhart-Martinelli parameters.  Figures 5-7 and 
5-8 show correlations for the vapor and the liquid mass flow rate standard deviation, respectively.  As mentioned 
above, the liquid mass flow rate standard deviation shows the randomness of the liquid flow rates at all the tubes.  
Thus, the vapor mass flow rate standard deviation does the same for vapor flow rates. 
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Figure 5-7. Vapor mass flow rate standard deviation Dependence on Lockhart-Martinelli 
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Figure 5-8. Liquid Deviation Dependence on Lockhart-Martinelli 
For the vapor mass flow rate standard deviation, there are no detectable trends.  On the other hand, the 
liquid mass flow rate standard deviation comparison displays couple characteristics.  As seen in some prior 
comparisons, the short development flow cases display higher deviation values than for the long cases.  Also, the 
liquid mass flow rate standard deviation seems to show a positive second order correlation with the Lockhart-
Martinelli parameter. 
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5.8 Standard Deviation vs. Froude Number 
In this section the Froude Number was used to compare standard deviation values of different cases.  
Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-10 show the air and water deviation comparisons, respectively.   
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Figure 5-9. Vapor Mass Deviation Dependence on Froude Number 
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Figure 5-10. Liquid Deviation Dependence on Froude Number 
For this set of comparisons no discernible trends are observed.  For the vapor mass flow rate standard 
deviation, the only characteristic that can be reduced is the fact that the 3.75 mm flow cases have higher values of 
Froude number compared to other cases but very low deviation values.  In terms of liquid mass flow rate standard 
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deviation, trends are non-existent.  Therefore, it can be concluded that the Froude number has an unpredictable 
effect on the flow distribution. 
5.9 Standard Deviation vs. Froude Rate 
In this section, Froude Rate was used to compare the cases.  Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12 show the vapor 
and water standard deviation data with respect to the Froude rate. 
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Figure 5-11. Vapor Deviation Dependence on Froude Rate 
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Figure 5-12. Liquid Deviation Dependence on Froude Rate 
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The lack of trends for the Froude rate is similar to that of the Froude number comparisons.  Therefore, it 
can be concluded that the correlation between the standard deviation and the Froude rate is unclear. 
5.10 Standard Deviation vs. Xtt + 1/Ft 
In this section the standard deviation values will be shown with respect to the combination of a couple of 
already used parameters, Xtt + 1/Ft.  Figures 5-13 and 5-14 show the results.  This group of parameter represents the 
mixture of gravity of the liquid combined with the liquid momentum over the vapor kinetic forces.   
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Figure 5-13. Vapor Deviation Dependence on Xtt + 1/Ft 
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Figure 5-14. Liquid Deviation Dependence on Xtt + 1/Ft 
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For the vapor mass flow rate standard deviation, there are no observable trends in the results.  The liquid 
mass flow rate standard deviation cases show a different scenario, however.  The liquid mass flow rate standard 
deviation values seem to correlate to the combination parameter in a linear fashion.  Again, the short development 
lengths show slightly larger deviation values but the effect is not significant.   
5.11 Standard Deviation vs. Weber Combination Parameter 
In this section the standard deviation values will be shown with respect to the combination of parameters 
involving the Weber number and the Lockhart-Martinelli number.  
The Weber number, which represents the ratio of inertial to surface tension forces can be found by using Equation 
(5-6). 
rs
DG2
We =  (5-6) 
The parameter used in this section to compare the different cases can be found by using Equation (5-7). 
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Figures 5-15 and 5-16 show the correlations with standard deviations.  
The parameter shown in Equation 5-7 combines the shear force of the flow with the inertial to surface 
tension force ratio.  This ratio is used so that the flow maps become more universal which mean that this parameter 
can also be used for refrigerants. 
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Figure 5-15. Vapor Deviation Dependence on the Weber Combination Parameter 
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Figure 5-16. Liquid Deviation Dependence on the Weber Combination Parameter 
For the vapor mass flow rate standard deviation analysis, there are no obvious trends.  On the other hand, 
the liquid mass flow rate standard deviations seem to increase in a second order manner with respect to the 
parameter.   
5.12 Standard Deviation vs. Vapor Flux 
In this section, the standard deviation was compared to vapor flux.  As shown in the following figures, the 
vapor flux is calculated by simply multiplying the quality by the total mass flux.  Figures 5-17 and 5-18 show the 
results. 
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Figure 5-17. Vapor Deviation Dependence on Vapor Mass Flux 
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Figure 5-18. Liquid Deviation Dependence on Vapor Mass Flux 
For this set of comparisons the trends seem very scarce.  For the vapor mass flow rate standard deviation, 
there are no unusual trends.  In terms of liquid mass flow rate standard deviation, trends are non-existent also.  
Therefore, it can be concluded that the vapor flux is not correlated to the flow distribution. 
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5.13 Standard Deviation vs. Vapor Kinetic Energy 
In this particular section, the standard deviation values will be correlated with the vapor kinetic energy.  
The vapor kinetic energy is obtained by squaring the vapor mass flux value.  Figure 5-19 and Figure 5-20 show the 
relationship for air and water results, respectively. 
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Figure 5-19. Vapor Deviation Dependence on the Vapor Kinetic Energy 
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Figure 5-20. Liquid Deviation Dependence on the Vapor Kinetic Energy 
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For the vapor mass flow rate standard deviation case, Figure 5-19 shows correlation between the standard 
deviation and the vapor kinetic energy.  At low values, correlation is poor, but as vapor kinetic energy increases, the 
correlation is very strong.  It can be seen in Figure 5-20 that for lower kinetic energy, the standard deviation is 
strongly affected.  As the kinetic energy value increases near 1000, the deviation values flatten out and do not seem 
to be affected by the increasing kinetic energy.  
5.14 Conclusion 
In conclusion, various parameters were utilized in the process of reducing the raw data.  In this chapter, the 
experimental data was broken down into parameters that would show the effect of different orientation on the 
distribution.   
A few key patterns were discovered as a result of detailed analysis of the results.  First of all, the flows with 
the shorter development lengths produced higher deviation values than the flows with longer development length.  
Second, the flows in the 6.75 mm spacer plate produced the highest deviation values followed by the flows in the 
12.7 and 3.175 mm plates, respectively.  These effects showed that the flows prefer a lower flux area in order to be 
distributed more evenly.  This may be due to the fact that the gravitational energy that the flow has to over come is 
less for smaller flux areas.  Lastly, the quality and the mass flux do not have a big impact on the normalized standard 
deviation values. 
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6. Reduced Vertical Flow Results 
In this chapter, raw data was reduced in to various parameters so that the flows could be characterized.  
Using these parameters, the data was compared and analyzed.  For each set of comparisons, all configurations of the 
flow for the vertical orientation were used for investigation.  Each section will describe the parameters used, 
compare the results and the trends observed respectively. 
6.1 Froude Number vs. Lockhart-Martinelli 
The Froude Number, which represents the ratio of inertial to gravitation energy is given by the equation, 
( )Dg
Gx
vlv rrr -
=Fr  (6-1) 
In the vertical flow cases, the distance between consecutive microchannel tube was used as the diameter variable, D, 
to calculate the Froude number.  This was done because the gravitational energy that the fluid has to overcome is the 
potential energy produced by the tube spacing.  Lockhart-Martinelli Parameter represents vapor to liquid pressure 
drop and the parameter is calculated by using the equation, 
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Figure 6-1 represents the Froude number dependence on the Lockhart-Martinelli number for all the flow 
cases for the vertical orientation.  In the legend, the numbers 125, 25, and 5 represents the spacer thicknesses 0.125 
inches, 0.25 inches and 0.5 inches, respectively.  (3.175 mm, 6.35 mm, and 12.7 mm in SI units)  Also, the down 
and up designation represents the flow directions which are discussed in chapter 4. 
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Figure 6-1. Froude Number Dependence on Lockhart-Martinelli 
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One key trend can be acquired from the results.  The flows for the 3.175 mm flows (1/8 inch) display 
higher Froude parameter than other flows.  Although the gravitational energy is equal for all cases, the larger cross-
sectional area lowers the inertial energy of the flow.  Lastly, Figure 6-1 also shows how the flow-regimes are 
divided given these parameters.    
6.2 Froude Rate vs. Lockhart-Martinelli  
For this analysis, a new parameter is introduced.  The Froude rate which is the ratio of vapor inertia to 
power needed to lift liquid film, is given by the equation 
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As it was the case for the Froude number, the diameter used for this parameter is the spacer plate height.  Figure 6-2 
shows this relationship for all the horizontal cases. 
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Figure 6-2 Froude Rate Dependence on Lockhart-Martinelli Parameter 
The trends shown in the figure follow the trend shown in the previous section very closely.  Cases using 
lower spacer plate thicknesses exhibit higher Froude rates.   
6.3 Standard Deviation vs. Quality 
In order to better characterize the ability of the flow to evenly distribute itself among all 15 microchannel 
tubes, the standard deviation was calculated for both the exit liquid and exit vapor mass flow rates.  The standard 
deviation of the mass flow rate is given by 
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In the equation, the flow rates are designated by the letter y.  The bar over the letter indicated an average 
value of the flow rates for the given orientation.  Also, the letter N represents the number of cases for the orientation.  
It should be noted that all the standard deviation values used in this chapter correspond to either the mass flow rate 
of the liquid or the mass flow rate of the vapor. 
In the evaporator heat exchangers, the flow of the liquid is more important due to the natural process of 
evaporation.  Therefore, the liquid standard deviation was compared to quality for this analysis. 
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Figure 6-3. Deviation Dependence on Quality Comparison 
A couple of observations can be inferred from this figure.  One pattern to the result is that the down flows 
tend to have higher deviations than the up flows.  This may be because the down flows are more susceptible to the 
annular flow regime than the up flow.  Also, the larger cross-sectional area seems to correspond to higher deviation 
values.  Lastly, the deviation values decrease as the quality is increased. 
6.4 Standard Deviation vs. Mass Flux 
In this case, the standard deviation was compare with respect to the mass flux.  Liquid standard deviation 
was also utilized in this investigation.  Figure 6-4 shows the plot of deviation dependence on flux comparison.   
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Figure 6-4. Deviation Dependence on Flux Comparison 
In Figure 6-4, it can be seen that the standard deviation displays a positive linear correlation with mass flux.  
This is expected because higher flux means more liquid flow.  Again, the deviation values for down flow orientation 
seem to be higher than those of up flow.   
6.5 Normalized Standard Deviation vs. Quality 
In sections 6.3 and 6.4 the standard deviation was compared to quality and mass flux.  In these analyses, the 
results seem to be biased because quality and mass flux are not independent of liquid standard deviation.  This is 
because the liquid flow rates are directly dependent on quality and mass flux.  In order to eliminate this bias, the 
standard deviation was normalized by dividing the value by the liquid mass flux value.  The normalized deviation 
value is calculated by using the following equation. 
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Figure 6-5 shows the normalized standard deviation of the mass flow rate dependence on quality. 
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Figure 6-5. Normalized Deviation Dependence on Quality Comparison 
Based on the comparison with the regular standard deviation data, this result is very different.  For 
example, the normalized deviation values do not vary much with changing quality values.  Again, the down flows 
display higher deviation values than the up flows. 
6.6 Normalized Standard Deviation vs. Mass Flux 
The normalized standard deviation was also compared to mass flux to see if there would be any significant 
differences from the regular standard deviation.  Figure 6-6 shows the results. 
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Figure 6-6. Normalized Deviation Dependence on Flux Comparison 
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The trends for the mass flux comparison follow a similar pattern to that of the quality comparison.  Again, 
the deviation values increase as the plate thickness increase.  Additionally, the deviation values seem to be 
independent of mass flux given a flow configuration. 
6.7 Standard Deviation vs. Lockhart-Martinelli 
In this section, the standard deviation will be compared to Lockhart-Martinelli parameters.  Figures 6-7 and 
6-8 show correlations for the vapor and the liquid standard deviation, respectively.  As mentioned above the liquid 
standard deviation show the randomness of the liquid flow rates at all the tubes.  Also, the vapor standard deviations 
show the same for vapor flow rates. 
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Figure 6-7. Vapor Deviation Dependence on Lockhart-Martinelli 
Few observations can be made about the liquid flow.  The standard deviation for the liquid flow increases 
linearly with increasing Lockhart-Martinelli parameter.  The slope of this correlation is higher for the down flows 
than for the up flows.  As usual, the deviation values are higher for larger cross-sectional area. 
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Figure 6-8. Liquid Deviation Dependence on Lockhart-Martinelli 
For the vapor comparison, there are a couple of trends.  One unusual trend is the order of deviation values 
for each of the spacer plates.  As you can see in Figure 6-7, deviation values for the 6.35 mm (25) are the highest 
and the deviation values for the 12.7 mm (5) are the lowest.  This result is very unusual because it does not follow a 
typical order of largest cross-sectional area to the smallest cross-sectional area for the deviation values.  Another 
trend for the vapor flow is that the deviation values change very quickly with low Lockhart-Martinelli values but 
stay steady as the Lockhart-Martinelli values increase. 
6.8 Standard Deviation vs. Froude Number 
In this section the Froude Number was used to compare standard deviation values of different cases.  
Figure 6-9 and Figure 6-10 show the air and water deviation comparisons, respectively.   
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Figure 6-9. Vapor Standard Deviation Dependence on Froude Number 
For these comparisons, there are some noticeable trends in Figure 6-9.  One of them is that the flows 
coming down seem to have higher deviation values than flows going up.  In addition, the correlation to the Froude 
number is a positive linear correlation.  This means that as the inertial energy increases with respect to gravitational 
energy the vapor is distributed more randomly.   
For the liquid deviation, there is no strong trend shown.  The standard deviation values do not seem to 
correlate in any way to the Froude rate for the liquid deviation.  This can be seen in Figure 6-10. 
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Figure 6-10. Liquid Deviation Dependence on Froude Number 
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6.9 Standard Deviation vs. Froude Rate 
In this section, Froude Rate was used to compare the cases.  Figure 6-11 and Figure 6-12 show the vapor 
and water mass flow rate standard deviation data with respect to the Froude rate. 
All of trends for the Froude rate are similar to that of the Froude number comparisons.  Therefore, it can be 
concluded that the correlation between the standard deviation and the Froude rate is related to that to Froude 
number. 
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Figure 6-11. Vapor Deviation Dependence on Froude Rate 
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Figure 6-12. Liquid Deviation Dependence on Froude Rate 
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6.10 Standard Deviation vs. Xtt + 1/Ft 
In this section the standard deviation values will be shown with respect to the combination of a couple of 
already used parameters, Xtt + 1/Ft.  Figures 6-13 and 6-14 show the results.  This group of parameter represents the 
mixture of gravity of the liquid combined with the liquid momentum over the vapor kinetic forces.   
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Figure 6-13. Vapor Deviation Dependence on Xtt + 1/Ft 
For this analysis, both the air and the water distribution share one similar pattern.   
The standard deviation values are higher for both larger area and down flows.  Also, the standard deviation values 
for the water seem to increase with larger parameter values. 
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Figure 6-14. Liquid Deviation Dependence on Xtt + 1/Ft 
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6.11 Standard Deviation vs. Weber Combination Parameter 
In this section the standard deviation values will be shown with respect to the combination of parameters 
involving the Weber number and the Lockhart-Martinelli number.  
The Weber number which represents the ratio of inertial to surface tension forces can be found by using the 
following equation. 
rs
DG2
We =  (6-6) 
The parameter used in this section to compare the different cases can be found by using the next equation. 
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Figures 6-15 and 6-16 show the correlations with standard deviations.  The parameter shown in Equation 6-
7 combines the shear force of the flow with the inertial to surface tension force ratio.  This ratio is used so that the 
flow maps become more universal which mean that this parameter can also be used for refrigerants. 
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Figure 6-15. Vapor Deviation Dependence on the Weber Combination Parameter 
For the vapor deviation analysis, there are no obvious trends.  On the other hand, the liquid standard 
deviations seem to increase in a linear manner with respect to the parameter.   
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Figure 6-16. Liquid Deviation Dependence on the Weber Combination Parameter 
6.12 Standard Deviation vs. Vapor Flux 
In this section, the standard deviation was compared to vapor flux.  As shown in the following figures, the 
vapor flux is calculated by simply multiplying the quality by the total mass flux.  Figures 6-17 and 6-18 show the 
results. 
For this set of comparisons very few trends are apparent.  For the vapor standard deviation, deviation 
values increase with larger vapor flux.  In terms of liquid deviation, trends are non-existent also.  Therefore, it can 
be concluded that the vapor flux has an unpredictable effect on the flow distribution. 
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Figure 6-17. Vapor Deviation Dependence on Vapor Flux 
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Figure 6-18. Liquid Deviation Dependence on Vapor Flux 
6.13 Standard Deviation vs. Vapor Kinetic Energy 
In this particular section, the standard deviation values will be correlated with the vapor kinetic energy.  
The vapor kinetic energy is obtained by squaring the vapor mass flux value.  Figure 6-19 and Figure 6-20 show the 
relationship for air and water results, respectively. 
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Figure 6-19. Vapor Deviation Dependence on the Vapor Kinetic Energy 
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For both cases, one noticeable pattern was discovered.  It can be seen in Figures 6-19 and 6-20 that for 
lower kinetic energy, the standard deviation is strongly affected.  As the kinetic energy value increases near 1000, 
the deviation values flatten out and do not seem to be affected by the increasing kinetic energy. 
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Figure 6-20. Liquid Deviation Dependence on the Vapor Kinetic Energy 
6.14 Conclusion 
In summary, the experimental data was reduced into many different parameters so that they could be 
characterized.  In this chapter, each set of data was analyzed and compared amongst itself so that overall patterns 
can be discovered. 
Some important patterns were recognized during the analysis.  The first trend recognized was that the flows 
downward produced higher deviation values than for flows traveling up.  This trend can be related to the horizontal 
flow cases because as was the case for the horizontal orientation, the short development length produced higher 
deviation values in this case also.  However, this correlation can be a coincidence because the gravitational effects 
are obviously much different for the vertical case than for the horizontal case.  Second, the mass flux area did not 
seem to relate to the overall deviation values of the flows.  For the vertical case, the 6.35 mm spacer plate produced 
highest deviation values followed by 3.175 and 12.7 mm cases.  Finally, the quality and the mass flux do not have a 
big impact on the normalized standard deviation values. 
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Appendix A. Bottom Horizontal Flows 
This appendix presents raw data taken for the horizontal flow entering from bottom of the manifold.  Each 
set of data will present the air distribution, the water distribution, and the pressure distribution, respectively.  Data 
for the 3.175 mm tubes will be presented first followed by data for the 6.35 mm and the 12.7 mm tubes. 
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Figure A-1. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 3.175 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure A-2. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 3.175 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure A-3. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 3.175 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure A-4. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 3.175 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure A-5. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 3.175 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure A-6. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 3.175 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure A-7. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 6.35 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure A-8. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 6.35 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure A-9. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 6.35 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure A-10. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 6.35 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure A-11. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 6.35 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure A-12. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 6.35 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure A-13. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 12.7 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure A-14. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 12.7 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure A-15. Two-Phase Horizontal Short Bottom 12.7 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure A-16. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 3.175 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure A-17. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 3.175 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure A-18. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 3.175 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure A-19. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 3.175 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure A-20. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 3.175 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure A-21. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 3.175 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure A-22. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 6.35 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure A-23. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 6.35 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure A-24. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 6.35 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure A-25. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 6.35 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure A-26. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 6.35 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure A-27. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 6.35 mm Pressure Distribution 
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Figure A-28. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 12.7 mm Air Distribution 
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Figure A-29. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 12.7 mm Water Distribution 
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Figure A-30. Two-Phase Horizontal Long Bottom 12.7 mm Pressure Distribution 
 
